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ABSTRACT
A sudden failure of a critical component in light-emitting
diode (LED) manufacturing equipment would result in
unscheduled downtime, leading to a possibly significant loss
in productivity for the manufacturer. It is therefore
important to be able to predict upcoming failures. A major
obstacle to failure prediction is the limited amount of
equipment lifecycle data available for training, as equipment
failure is not expected to be frequent. This calls for machine
learning techniques capable of making accurate failure
predictions with limited training data. This paper describes
such a method based on sparse coding. We demonstrate the
prediction performance of the method on a real-world
dataset from LED manufacturing equipment. We show that
sparse coding can draw out salient features associated with
failure cases, and can thus produce accurate failure
predictions. We also analyze how sparse coding-based
failure prediction can lead to significant efficiency
improvements in equipment operation.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Reducing costs and increasing productivity are crucial
concerns in the competitive manufacturing industry. Many
manufacturers are seeking to implement intelligent
manufacturing processes including the use of automated
data analysis techniques (Scoville, 2011) which can allow
for cost- and time-saving predictive maintenance (Rothe,
2008). This paper addresses approaches to optimizing
predictive maintenance methods for light-emitting diode
(LED) manufacturing equipment.
Modern LEDs are multilayered structures of chemical
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materials in which the thickness and composition of the
various layers determine the color and brightness of the
emitted light and device energy efficiency. The layers are
deposited sequentially through the metal organic chemical
vapor deposition (MOCVD) process, a critical determinant
process in LED performance. The crystalline structure of
each new layer is epitaxially aligned with that of the
underlying layer. This complex process is affected by the
conditions of a multitude of components, such as pumps,
heaters, mass flow controllers, and particle filters 1 .
Unexpected component failure can reduce LED production
yields, and finding and repairing the source of the failure
can take engineers up to 5 days. For example, the failure of
a particle filter will cause the pump to shut down, resulting
in all the raw materials consumed in that run to be wasted.
Here, we focus on developing a failure prediction algorithm
for the particle filter to ensure continuous high-performance
operation in the MOCVD process.
Learning features associated with failure cases plays a
critical role in a data-driven prediction approach. The goal is
to come up a compact yet discriminative feature
representation, in which samples related to failure cases can
be accurately expressed and easily differentiated from others.
Many feature learning methods have been discussed in the
literature; see, e.g., Huang & Aviyente, 2006. These include
principle component analysis (PCA), linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) and sparse coding (SC). The SC approach
used in this paper has emerged as one of the most popular
feature learning methods in recent years, in areas such as
computer vision (Wright et al., 2010). It computes a sparse
representation of input data in terms of a linear combination
of atoms in an overcomplete dictionary (more details are
given in Section 4.1). Compared to methods based on
1

Note that by a particle filter we mean in this paper a physical filter in
MOCVD equipment. This is not to be confused with particle filtering
methods in the diagnostics and prognostics prediction literature (see, e.g.,
Orchar & Vachtsevanos, 2007).
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oorthonormal ttransformationns, SC has beeen shown to offer
ssuperior perfoormance in a variety of appplications inclluding
fface recognitiion (Wright ett al., 2009), emotion
e
recoggnition
((Chen et al., 22015), and wirreless link preddiction (Tarsa et al.,
22015). Thereffore, the propoosed failure prredictor is bassed on
SC.
IIn evaluating our SC-baseed approach, we use real--world
ssensor data frrom LED MO
OCVD equipm
ment. We founnd that
tthe SC-basedd failure preddiction methood can improvve Fm
measure aboout 39% oveer a convenntional PCA--based
aapproach. In tterms of annuaal uptime of M
MOCVD equippment
ooperation, the SC-based failure prediiction methodd can
iincrease it by about 600 houurs over a tradditional prevenntative
m
maintenance ppolicy. To the best of our knnowledge, thiss work
iis the first appplication of SC
C to the prediction of compponent
ffailure in MOCVD equipmeent.
T
The remaindeer of this paperr is organized as follows: Seection
2 provides ann overview off failure prediiction problem
m and
pprior work. S
Section 3 desscribes the ddataset used iin our
eexperiments. Section 4 expplains the basic concept of sparse
s
ccoding and tthe proposed failure prediction pipelinne for
M
MOCVD eqquipment. Inn Section 55, we show
w the
eexperimental results of PC
CA-based andd SC-based ffailure
pprediction m
methods. Costt-benefit anallysis for diffferent
m
maintenance and
a predictionn policies is ddiscussed in Seection
66. Conclusionns are given in Section 7.
22.

FAILURE PREDICTION PROBLEM AN
ND PRIOR WORK
O

T
The goal of failure predicction is to prredict an upcooming
ccomponent faailure in MO
OCVD equipm
ment, and raiise an
aalarm or a maaintenance advvice to the maanufacturer whho can
tthen intervene to prevent unscheduled downtime. Inn this
ppaper, we foccus on the nexxt-run failure pprediction. Inn other
w
words, follow
wing each run, the system prrovides a preddiction
oof whether thee particle filteer will fail in tthe next run. H
Here a
rrun denotes aan execution oof a fabricationn task on MO
OCVD
eequipment. T
The next-run ffailure predicttion can be simply
s
cconsidered as a decision prroblem of preedicting a yes or no
ooutcome. We thus address iit as a binary classification
c
ttask.
F
Failure predicction methods can be roughhly categorized into
m
model-based aand data-driveen approachess (Lee et al., 22014).
M
Model-based approaches hhave been traaditionally ussed to
uunderstand ffailure modee progressionn associated with
eequipment components. In traininng physics-m
model
pparameters, ssuch as thosee in Kalmann or particle filter
m
methods (Orcchar and Vacchtsevanos, 22007), model--based
m
methods usuaally require rellatively smalleer amounts off data.
H
However, to achieve
a
accepptable perform
mance in prediiction,
bbuilding an appropriate pphysical moddel would reequire
ddetailed mecchanistic knoowledge and could be timecconsuming. IIn contrast, ddata-driven aapproaches buuild a
m
machine learnned model bassed on observeed sensor dataa from
eequipment witthout relying strongly
s
on doomain knowleddge.

Figgure 1. Data illustration
i
off a particle filter replacement
cyccle. It is an example
e
of thhe 22 cycles considered. (a)
dp.filter raw dataa over runs inn a replacemeent cycle and (b)
dp.filter maximuum values overr runs in the ssame cycle. Here
VD
a ruun denotes an execution of a fabrication ttask on MOCV
equuipment. (Runns may vary somewhat in their executiion
tim
me.) The maxim
mum value off dp.filter raw
w data is usedd to
represent the feaature of each rrun. Thus a reeplacement cyycle
maximum valuues.
cann be representeed as a sequennce of these m
Moore details abouut dp.filter aree given in Secttion 3.
3.

DATA DESCR
RIPTION

MO
OCVD processses produce poowders and paarticulates whiich
cann cause unexxpected and ssignificant daamage to cosstly
pum
mp equipment. A particle filter is therrefore needed to
avooid contaminaation of the ppump. Amongg the sensors in
MO
OCVD equipm
ment, dp.filter is the most ccritical sensorr in
monitoring the particle filter sttatus in the levvel of dust beiing
acccumulated therre. This sensoor measures tthe difference of
pressure betweenn the reactor and the pumpp. As fabricatiion
VD equipmennt, more powdders
taskks are carried out on MOCV
andd particulates are stacked onn the filter, soo dp.filter valuues
usuually increase gradually. Figgure 1(a) show
ws an examplee of
the degradation oof the dp.filterr signal in a repplacement cyccle.
Thiis cycle conssists of multiiple runs, witth vertical linnes
dennoting the booundaries bettween runs. Practically, tthe
parrticle filter willl be replaced when the maaximum value of
dp.filter over a ruun exceeds a configured
c
threeshold (e.g., 330).
Acccordingly, we extracted thee maximum vaalue for each rrun
in our experim
ments. This m
means that eeach cycle w
was
represented as a sequence of dp.filter maxximum values as
shoown in Figure 1(b).
Notte that the dipps in Figure 1(b) were caussed by executiing
“cleean runs” on MOCVD equuipment. Suchh clean runs are
som
metimes needeed to clean upp residual gases in the reacctor
menntioned earlieer. The amounnt of gases useed in a clean rrun
is much
m
less thann those associaated with a regular fabricatiion
taskk execution, leading to dips in a seequence of tthe
subbsequent dp.fillter maximum
m values.
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IIn total, 22 replacement cycles were collected. Inn our
eexperiments, tthe first 15 cyycles and the remaining 7 cycles
c
w
were respectivvely used to buuild the traininng and the testt data.
T
To predict whhether the partiicle filter will fail in the nexxt run,
w
we labeled thhe previous ruun before the oone whose dpp.filter
m
maximum vallue exceeded 330 as a faulty run. To incorpporate
hhistorical info
formation for failure preddiction, we uused a
ssliding windoow of size 100 runs (with adjacent winndows
ooverlapped byy one run) to create
c
the featture vector forr each
rrun. In other words, we ussed 10 dp.filteer maximum vvalues
ffrom the previous nine runss and the present run to represent
tthe feature veector for the present run. Thus each crreated
ssample has a dimensionalitty of 10. Since each replaceement
ccycle consistss of a differennt number of runs (varyingg from
223 to 104 runns), different numbers of nnormal samplees are
tthus collectedd for the traininng and the tesst data. Specifi
fically,
tthe training ddata consists of 387 norm
mal and 15 faulty
ssamples, and tthe test data is composed oof 319 normal and 7
ffaulty sampless.
44.

Figgure 2. Dictionary learningg and SVM cllassifier trainiing
pipelines
o
In our exxperiments, p is
and the oveerlapping is one.
typically sett to four.
2.

SPARSE CODING BASE
ED FAILURE PREDICTION
R

44.1 Basic Concept of Sparrse Coding
G
Given N data samples ∈
, we firsst learn a dictiionary
D using the foollowing mathhematical optim
mization:
min
≜

∈ ,

∑

∈

∈

‖

. .

‖
1, ∀

((1)

ffor certain
0, where is the sparse code
c
of , annd D is
tthe dictionaryy composed oof columnss and
is thhe jth
ccolumn (i.e., atom) in D. We split sam
mples into sm
maller
ppatches of lenngth four; theerefore, we hhave M = 4 iin our
eexperiments.
G
Given the leaarned dictionarry D, we connsider the folloowing
L
LASSO (Leasst Absolute Shhrinkage and S
Selection Opeerator)
fformulated opptimization prooblem:
min

∈

‖

‖

‖ ‖

(2)

F
For a givenn data pointt
, by solving the LA
ASSO
ooptimization uusing methodds such as leaast angle regreession
((LARS) (Efroon et al., 20044) and interior-point (Koh et al.,
22007) we findd the sparse coode for .
44.2 LEARNING
G AND TRAINIING PIPELINES
S
F
Figure 2 shoows the learnning and traiining pipelinees for
pparticle filter failure predicction via sparrse coding. We
W use
tthe followingg steps for dictionary leearning and SVM
cclassifier trainning.
1.

Specifically,, to discrim
minatively leaarn these tw
wo
dictionaries, only the paatches whosee values are all
smaller thann a threshold ThN are used to learn DN. On
the other hannd, if one valuue within the patches exceeeds
ThF, these ppatches will be used to llearn DF. Othher
patches that do not satisfyy either of thesse two conditioons
are discardedd.

‖ ‖
1, … ,

Patch geenerating. Too capture local variation w
within
each sam
mple, we spliit each samplle into overlaapping
patches {{x1,…, xj,…, x10-p+1}, wheree the patch sizze is p

Patch selectting and dictiionary learninng. Note that for
next-run faillure predictionn, only the seecond to the llast
run in a repllacement cyclee is labeled as faulty. All othher
runs are labbeled as norm
mal. Thus theere are far moore
normal runns than faulty
ty runs. To deal with tthis
imbalance, two dictionaaries DN andd DF are thhen
respectively learned on normal and faulty sampples
Note that if alll samples were used to learnn a
using (1). (N
single dictioonary, the dictiionary would bbe dominated by
normal sampples.)

3.

Dictionary concatenatingg. A simplee concatenatiion
forms the finnal dictionary D = [DN|DF].

Thee following stteps are used iin SVM classsifier training for
faillure predictionn based on spaarse code.
1.

Patch geneerating. We split eachh sample
overlapping patches {x1,…
…, xj,…, x10-p+1}.

2.

u
Sparse codinng. Given the learned dictioonary D, we use
(2) to compuute sparse codde of each ppatch xj. In tottal,
10-p+1 sparrse codes aree thereby obbtained for eaach
sample.

3.

Max poolingg. To incorporrate local variiation of patchhes
to reflect gllobal features of each sampple, we perfoorm
max poolingg over these 100-p+1 sparse codes
c
to obtainn a
pooled sparsse code z suchh that the kth element
e
in z, zk =
max( , , … , , , … ,
)
where
e
is
the kkth
,
,
m . Therefore, each sampple is encodedd as
element from
a pooled spaarse code. Thee effectivenesss of using poolled
sparse code in classificattion as oppossed to
is well
w
known (see,, e.g., Chen eet al., 2015, aand Tarsa et al.,
2015).

innto
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44.

Classifierr training. W
We use pooled sparse coddes as
features to train a linnear SVM cllassifier for ffailure
predictionn.

44.3 FAILURE PREDICTION O
ON TEST SAM
MPLES
F
For a test sam
mple, we first ddivide it into ooverlapping paatches.
T
Then, we com
mpute sparse codes
c
for eachh patch and peerform
m
max pooling on these spparse codes too obtain a pooled
p
ffeature vectorr. Finally, the pooled featurre vector is ussed as
aan input vecctor for the pre-trained
p
SV
VM to obtaiin the
pprediction resuult.
55.

EXPERIM
MENTAL SETUP
P AND RESULT
TS

55.1 Baseline:: PCA+SVM
T
The proposedd method was compared aggainst a PCA--based
bbaseline methhod. In this baaseline methodd, PCA was used to
pproject data oonto a lower ddimensional sspace spannedd by a
rrelatively smaall number oof dominant eeigenvectors oof the
ccovariance maatrix of the trraining data. T
Then, a linear SVM
w
was used as thhe predictor.

threesholds to sellect non-overllapped patchees. As shown in
Figgure 3(b), onnly the patches satisfying the constraiints
desscribed in Secction 4.2 weree used for dicttionary learninng.
Thee other patches were discardded.
Figgure 4 shows the sparse coddes of a patchh at a faulty run
r
usinng dictionaries learned bby different patch selectiion
schhemes. The dictionary
d
DN and the dicctionary DF are
resppectively indeexed as 1~15 and 16~18. Obviously,
O
whhen
usinng the patch selection sccheme 1, the overlapping of
patcches makes it
i difficult to train these ttwo dictionarries
disccriminatively. Thus the paatch at a fauulty run can be
incoorrectly codedd by atoms in DN (e.g., indiices of 6, 10 aand
12, as shown in F
Figure 4(a)). In
I contrast, whhen we separatted
o
differeent atoms can be
patcches into two sets without overlap,
learrned in DN annd DF. Accorddingly, the sam
me patch can be
alm
most coded by only the atom
m in DF (e.g., the index of 18,
as shown in Figuure 4(b)). In summary, thee patch selectiion
schheme 2, as useed in our pipeeline, creates patches that ccan
be uused to train DN and DF morre discriminattely.

55.2 Experimental Setup aand Evaluatioon Metrics
T
To provide a fair comparisson, we used the same settiing of
tthe penalty paarameter in a llinear SVM (C
Chang & Lin, 2011)
ffor both PCA
A- and SC-bbased approacches. The maaximal
nnumber of principal com
mponents (P
PCs) used inn the
eexperiments w
was six, whicch can explainn over 95% of
o the
ttraining data variance. Different
D
num
mbers of atom
ms in
ddictionary DN and dictionaary DF were sset for compaarison.
Since a particcle filter will be replaced when
w
the maxximum
vvalue of dp.fillter over a runn exceeds 30, we set ThN annd ThF
tto 10 and 20 respectively. As mentioned earlier, the patch
ssize p was em
mpirically set too four. Sparse coding is set to use
aabout three noon-zero coefficcients in our eexperiments.
F
Four standardd metrics (Sallfner et al., 20010)—true poositive
rrate (TPR), fa
false positive rate (FPR), F-measure
F
annd the
aarea under thee receiver operrating characteeristic (ROC) curve
((AUC)—weree used to comppare the perfoormance of diffferent
m
methods. Notee that a positivve sample meeans a faulty saample
iin our experim
ments.

Figgure 3. Two patch
p
selectionn schemes. (F
For simplicity of
plot, black pointts denote other overlapping patches usedd to
traiin DN)

55.3 Patch Seelection for Dictionary
D
Leaarning
T
To learn the two dictioonaries DN and DF thatt can
rrespectively rrepresent norm
mal and faullty regularitiees, we
ggenerated twoo patch sets.. For this, tw
wo patch seleection
sschemes weree compared. As shown inn Figure 3(a)), two
ppatch sets weere separately created by considering whhether
tthe patch beloongs to the last sliding winndow in each cycle.
((Note that w
we can create seven patchees from a wiindow
cconsisting of 10 runs.) Cleearly, some ppatches overlaapped,
m
making it diffficult to diffferentiate betw
ween atoms in
i the
ddictionaries DN and DF. In contrast, we definedd two

Figgure 4. Sparsee codes of a patch at a ffaulty run usiing
dicttionaries learnned by patch sselection (a) scheme 1 and (b)
schheme 2.
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T
Table 1. Perfoormance compparisons. For P
PCA+SVM, P
PCs=2
((in parenthesiis) denotes thaat data is projjected onto the first
ttwo PCs (a sim
milar definitioon applies to P
PCs=3 and PC
Cs=6).
F
For SC+SVM
M, 10/3 (in pparenthesis) m
means we havve 10
aatoms in DN aand 3 atoms inn DF (a similaar definition aapplies
tto 15/3).
C
Column
IIndex
Method
M
Metric
T
TPR (%)
F
FPR (%)
F
F-measure
A
AUC

1

2

3

4

5

P
PCA
+
+SVM
(P
PCs=2)
855.71
166.93
0.179
0.9916

A
PCA
+SV
VM
(PCs=
=3)
71.43
12.23
0.1966
0.911

PCA
+SVM
(PCs=6)
71.43
5.64
0.333
0.847

SC
+SVM
(10/3)
85.71
9.4
0.279
0.942

SC
+
+SVM
(15/3)
100
13.17
00.25
00.983

55.4 Prediction Results
T
Table 1 comppares the perfformance of thhe baseline m
method
((PCA+SVM) and the propoosed method ((SC+SVM). For
F the
P
PCA+SVM m
method (colum
mns 1, 2 and 33), when more PCs
w
were used, w
we obtained higher F-meaasure values. This
m
means that reserving moore PCs is useful for ffailure
pprediction. Unnder TPR equaals to 85.71% (columns 1 aand 4),
tthe proposed SC+SVM
S
metthod achieves a lower FPR (9.4%)
tthan that of the PCA+SV
VM method ((16.93%). In other
w
words, the prooposed methood raised feweer false alarmss than
tthe PCA+SVM
M method. Thhe proposed method
m
(colum
mn 5)
aalso achieves the best preddiction perforrmance in term
ms of
A
AUC.
F
Figure 5 show
ws the receiveer operating chharacteristic (ROC)
ccurves of theese two methoods under thee best AUC vvalues
((columns 1 annd 5 in Table 11). From this figure,
f
we obsserved
tthat the PCA+
+SVM methodd raises more ffalse alarms.

bassed features ouutperforms thaat of traditionnal PCA featuures
wheen a non-lineaar SVM is usedd as a predictoor.
Furrthermore, to assess robusttness of perfo
formance agaiinst
varrious partitionss of the data seet into trainingg and test cyclles,
we also evaluateed the perforrmance of tw
wo other randoom
m
abovve were found.
parrtitions. Similaar results as mentioned
6

COST-BENE
EFIT ANALYSIS
S OF DIFFERENT
REPLACEME
ENT POLICIES
S FOR MOCVD
D EQUIPMENT
T

In this section, we provide cost-benefit analysis of tthe
with
prooposed SC-bassed prediction method whenn compared w
som
me other metthods for MO
OCVD equipm
ment. Given tthe
diffficulty of quaantizing detaiiled factors oof costs such as
harrdware and sofftware design,, engineering qualification
q
aand
certtification (Saxxena et al., 2010),
2
we onnly consider tthe
annnual uptime off MOCVD equuipment operaation. We use tthe
folllowing notatioons to facilitatee the discussioon.
UT
T: average uptime per cycle,
DT
T: average dow
wntime for a reeplacement, annd
H: the probabilitty that the maaintenance tim
me provided byy a
certtain replacemeent policy is bbefore an actuaal failure.
Praactically, UT is calculated bbased on the m
maintenance tim
me
undder a given reeplacement poolicy on the teest cycles. DT
T is
calcculated as
∗ 1.5

1

∗ 108

wheere 1.5 and 108 are averagge downtimes (in hours) foor a
schheduled and aan unscheduleed replacement, respectiveely.
Notte that in conttrast, the execcution time off a run is abouut 8
houurs. Here thhese average downtimes and the runn’s
exeecution time w
were obtained from engineeers who maintain
MO
OCVD equipm
ment.
Thee expected upttime in a yearr under a replaacement policyy is
calcculated by m
multiplying thee number of operation units,
eacch of which is the time durattion for a pair UT and DT, in a
yeaar and the averrage uptime peer cycle:
Expected upttime in a year =

F
Figure 5. ROC
C curves of thhe baseline meethod (PCA+S
SVM)
aand the proposed method (S
SC+SVM)
IIn addition, w
when using a non-linear, raadius basis funnction
((RBF) SVM as a predictor rather than a linear SVM
M, the
hhighest AUC value of PCA
A-based methhod achieves 0.925
((under PCs=22) and the hiighest AUC vvalue of SC--based
m
method achievves 0.965 (unnder 15 atoms in DN and 3 atoms
iin DF). This experiment shhows again thhat the use oof SC-

∗

In aaddition to thee SC- or PCA--based predicttive maintenannce
policy, we consider two conveentional replaacement policiies:
(1) run-to-failurre replacemennt policy, unnder which tthe
0), and (2)
parrticle filter willl be used untiil it fails (i.e.,
preventive mainntenance policcy, under whhich the partiicle
t number oof executed ruuns
filteer will be repplaced once the
excceeds the averaage number off runs in trainiing cycles.
Figgure 6 comparres uptime against the FPR
R under different
replacement policies for the test data. The X
X-axis is the FP
PR
M and SC+SV
VM methods. T
The Y-axis is tthe
of tthe PCA+SVM
annnual uptime off the MOCVD
D equipment. To facilitate tthe
disccussion, the tootal number oof particle filteers for which no
alarrm was raisedd under a repplacement pollicy before thhey

5
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ffailed is denotted as #missess. For example, under the ruun-toffailure replaceement policy,, #misses is 7 since these filters
aare used untill they fail; unnder the preveentive mainteenance
ppolicy, only one filter is not replaced before it faiils, so
##misses is 1. T
To study cost--benefit effectts of #misses ffor the
P
PCA+SVM aand SC+SVM methods, wee consider the three
F
FPR subintervvals shown inn Figure 6. In these FPR reegions
vvarious methoods exhibit theeir relative streengths.
IInterval1 (#miisses is larger than 1 for booth PCA+SVM
M and
SC+SVM). W
When we allow
w a very low FPR, it is unnlikely
tthat an alarm will be raisedd. Then the performance off both
tthe baseline m
method and thee proposed meethod is worsee than
tthat of prevenntive maintenaance in terms of
o uptime (as sshown
iin the lower-riight zoomed-iin panel of Figgure 6).
IInterval2 (#missses is 1 for S
SC+SVM, andd #misses is eiither 2
oor 3 for PCA
A+SCM). Wee compare thee proposed m
method
w
with preventivve maintenannce under the same #misses. We
ccan see that thhe proposed S
SC-based methhod outperform
ms the
ppreventive maaintenance straategy with an iincreased uptiime of
3300+ hours (aas shown in thhe upper-right zoomed-in paanel of
F
Figure 6).
IInterval3 (#miisses is 0 for S
SC+SVM, andd #misses is eiither 1
oor 2 for PC
CA+SVM). Thhe proposed SC-based m
method
ssuccessfully raaises alarms bbefore any partticle filter faills, and
ttherefore achieves the best uptime
u
amongg all methods.
IIn summary, the proposedd SC-based method
m
outperrforms
tthe other repplacement pollicies in Interrval2 and Inteerval3.
P
Particularly, tthe proposed SC+SVM method
m
outperrforms
tthe preventivee maintenance policy in annnual uptime byy 600+
hhours under FPR
F
equal to 5% (as shownn in the upperr-right
zzoomed-in paanel of Figure 6). This sugggests that undder the
ggiven data seet, when the proposed SC
C-based preddiction
m
method is useed, the target FPR should bbe set at 5%.. Note
tthat if FPR iss set too highh (e.g., 50%),, the proposedd SCbbased failure predictor w
would incur m
many false allarms,
lleading to a shhortened uptim
me.
7

CONCLUSSION AND FUT
TURE WORK

IIn this paperr, we proposee a sparse cooding-based ffailure
pprediction m
method for thhe particle filter
f
in MO
OCVD
eequipment. U
Using a real-w
world dataset, our proposedd SCbbased methodd raises fewerr false alarms than a PCA--based
bbaseline methhod under the same TPR. Compared
C
with the
ppreventative maintenance
m
s
strategy,
the pproposed SC--based
m
method increaases the annuaal uptime of M
MOCVD equippment
bby 600+ hourrs. To the bestt of our know
wledge, this w
work is
tthe first appliication of spaarse coding too the predictiion of
ccomponent failure in MOCVD equipment, with
pperformance ddemonstrated uusing a real-w
world dataset.
T
The paper foccuses on classiifiers rather thhan their ensem
mbles.
IIt is generallyy true that ennsemble methoods are often more
aaccurate than their individdual classifierss provided thhat the
llatter are accuurate and diverrse (Dietterichh, 2000). As a future

Figgure 6. Annuaal uptime of M
MOCVD equippment operatiion
undder different reeplacement poolicies.
worrk, we plan tto study enseemble methodds based on tthe
prooposed SC-bassed classifiers of this paper.
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